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About This Game

One night, you wake up in a dark room. In a room full of magic books, potions, and scrolls. You don’t know who you are, or
how you got there. Now you will begin an adventure to find your lost memory and solve the mystery of the forgotten chambers.

Forgotten Chambers is an immersive VR Puzzle adventure game full of magic and mystery. In this game, you will find yourself
solving problems in the way you have never thought before.

Explore visually stunning magical chambers. Use your creativity and magic to find hidden clues. Fill the room with water and
stars. Make brooms and statues alive. While exploring the mysterious place, you might be able to discover clues of the event that

happened a long time ago.

Key Features

 A beautiful world that interacts with magic

 Five distinctive rooms with clues and puzzles

 A magical mystery that slowly unfolds as the game progresses

 High degrees of freedom to pick up, combine, break, and strike anything with your VR controller

 Fantastic magical effects exclusively crafted for VR game's omnidirectional display features

 A full audio voice of Samuel "The Talking Hat"
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I'll start with the good. There's a pleasant vibe of "building the resistance from almost nothing" similar to XCOM2. The story is
interesting, even if hard to follow because of the time travel, paradoxes, multiple timelines, flashbacks etc. Music is fitting,
graphics are passable (the orange suit evokes some cheesy spy movie connotations). Controls are adequately responsive and
levels restart quickly once failed. The story is more fleshed out compared to similar titles by this company.

The game is short. If it stopped at that I would have no problem with it. Do Normal once, bye. But this game attempts to make up
for its lack of content with difficult achievements, which is the greatest design sin in my eyes. Time attack times are simply
unreasonable. Speedrunning is required - and I abhor all speedrunning. And even completing a level on Hardcore or Murderous -
nevermind the time - can be a huge chore. Enemies react almost instantly, weapon drops are random and rare. Restarting countless
times and counting on luck becomes a strategy after a while. The quality of writing is pretty weak, as if the writer was struggling
with vocabulary.

This game is not entirely bad-bad. But out of the five twin-stick shooters 10tons currently have on Steam, this one is undoubtedly the
weakest. I had fun playing through the story but trying to get the last achievements is a torture, one the developer is not entitled to
inflict because the quality of the product is not high enough. Not recommended.. Not impressed with this game at all. Been a gamer
for 20+ years and I'm unable to get past the first level. The difficulty is far too high if you're playing single player - and not in the
fun challenging way - perhaps it's easier in co-op - but if you're planning to play this single player only then save your money.

On the plus side it does look good - great music and seems like it would be fun playing co-op. Dev literally told everyone on the
Forums that he didn`t want to work on the Game anymore.
Do not give this dev any more money.
He screwed us all over. A very poor made game. I studied about energy and thus expect more than this, but the concept is nice.
Hopefully there will be more games in this kind.. Awesome platformer with all the hardcore elements needed to become a great
memory.. Played the android version and enjoyed it soo much i got it for steam aswell
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I really loved this VN and the story its loosely based on.

On her way home from school, Mariko who spends her train rides alone (as she is the only passenger), gets transported to a
magical world in-between the spirit world and human world. What's not to love?

Pros
- Beautiful art
- Engaging story
- Fun characters
- Animated backgrounds

Cons
- Kinda short
- The extra stories were 'hard' to find (not really, but I wasn't aware of them and found them by accident)

Conclusion:
If this visual novel only had its main story to offer, I would have been a little disappointed. For its quality, it would still be well
worth its price, but I felt the main story could have had some more user input, or at least a little bit more story to offer.
The extras really give this visual novel a well-rounded story and while everything combined is still kind of short, I greatly
enjoyed how this 'Journey Ended'.
. THIS is the worst RPG I have ever played.. Its a pretty good app for rust id say its perfect if it didnt seem to struggle with reds
and it needs to draw faster. But gotta say even with it not being perfect with every pictures colours i did get some good star wars
and lincoln osiris photos in my base now.
8\/10. Its about as basic as a tower defense game can ever get, and it relies entirely on its achievements for its goals, but its
strangely addictive working out the optimal way to get to all the challenges complete. For the few pence I paid for it its lasted
me a surprising amount of time and I never felt bogged down by it as I do in most other tower defense games.

Id recommend it to people who like the idea of tower defense but want to keep it light and simple rather than spend a huge
amount of time and effort grinding through tonnes of it.. I'm 8 hours into this game and still absolutely love it its fear factor is
amazing. When you turn round and there's a zombie staring you dead in the face it makes even the biggest of people to scream
like a 5 year old girl. Campaign is brilliant brought in a lot more levels. All in all kudos to the devs this game is defiantly the
best on VR at the moment and properly for the foreseeable future. Better than most H.O.G.s. The story is more absorbing, the
game is well polished and was bug free for me. The achievements can be gained in 1 playthrough.

Definitely play Enigmatis 1+2 first though.. Good game , but i refund it.. A $1 ticket for a one way trip to nostalgia, SOLD!
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